Abstract-Population migration algorithm (PMA) is proposed in recent years, it's a new search algorithm for global optimization that mainly simulates population transition with economics and dispersion with population pressure increment, the former encourages the algorithm to search in a region with good solutions, the latter avoids getting stuck in a local optimum to a certain degree. So far, and there was no unified framework to describe this algorithm. This paper describes the population migration algorithm based on a unified framework of swarm intelligence, as well as combination with chaos map, a chaos population migration and PMA for training RBF neural network algorithm are proposed. Finally, two numerical experiment examples results show that the PMA algorithm is effective and accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of artificial intelligence, with further study of many types of intelligent computing models, Swarm Intelligence (SI) as a novel evolution of computing technology, its subject ideas and related research become more and more concerned by people. Swarm intelligence algorithms are inspiration by self-organized acts of social animals (such as ant colony, bees, birds, etc.), although individual animal behavior very simple, but when they collaboration with each other is produced a very complex (smart) behavior without centralized control and the given global model [1] . SI algorithms is designed by the principle of the natural world (biological) law, those algorithms are already been widely applied in the areas of complex engineering optimization and science computation problems.
So far, many types of intelligence optimization algorithms have different patterns, ideas, modeling and analysis tool, but it just embodies the diversity of intelligent computing model. Diversity is recognized, but we want to know whether existence certain degree uniformity among them, the answer is obviously yes. Unity framework helps to understand inherent nature of SI algorithm model, also conducive to integrate among algorithms, which can learn from other's strong points to offset one's weakness [2] . By a given framework, this paper tries to describe population migration algorithm (PMA), which is recently raised by scholars of China-Zhou Yonghua and Mao Zongyuan. Aiming to establish a PMA mathematical model can help people understand and further study the basic theory of PMA. Finally, as well as combination with chaos map, a chaos population migration and PMA for training RBF neural network algorithm are proposed , two numerical experimental examples results show that the method in this paper is effective and accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the unified framework of swarm intelligent optimization is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes population migration algorithm. The chaos population migration algorithm is described in Section 4. In Section 5, the population migration algorithm is used for function optimization and training RBF neural network in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides the conclusion.
II. THE UNIFIED FRAMEWORK ON SWARM INTELLIGENT OPTIMIZATION
The document [3] gave mathematical description of population-based (swarm) intelligent optimization (PIO)'s key part, and then proposed a unified framework on swarm intelligent optimization. For each PIO, it's searching behavior mainly decided by parameters and operation of algorithm, but most of algorithm mechanisms are refine from biological or social behavior. The iteration of the searching algorithm can be summed up in three basic segments:
social-cooperation, self-adaptation and competition. Social-cooperation is on the behalf of individuals exchanging information and learning from each other's in the optimization process; self-adaptation symbols that individuals adjust their states to adapt the environment actively or passively, but without other's information; competition is on the behalf of population update strategy, that is the better individual will get a bigger chance to survival. The general process of population-based (swarm) intelligent optimization algorithm is as follows:
While (Termination rules not satisfied) do Social-cooperation; Self-adaptation;
Competition. End
Based on the above process of PMA, a mathematical description is given for PIO unified framework: [4] is proposed by Pablo Moscato in 1989, it is a modern heuristic search strategy based on population and local improvement. Its searching mechanism is more magnitude faster than traditional GA on some issues; it can be applied to a wide range of issues and get the satisfied results [5] .
For MA, a unified description of hybrid intelligent algorithm consists of four aspects, in addition to the abovementioned three aspects increase in mixed-learning mechanism. Mixed learning process can be described as
where [ t the number of neighborhood operator, the way to choose neighborhood operator, the learning mechanism of the new one instead the old one], means to the necessary information of mixed learning strategy. Hybrid intelligent algorithm can be described as:
III. POPULATION MIGRATION ALGORITHM Population Migration Algorithm [6] (PMA) is proposed in 2003, it is a kind of global optimization algorithm that simulates population migration mechanism. As the living groups, population will certainly keep migrate to survive and improve. Population migration can be divided into three basic forms: population flow, population migration and population proliferation, population flow is spontaneously, without an overall plan movement in the local environment; population migration is a selective movement crossing a wide range, the basic rule is following the economic center of gravity; population proliferation is a selective movement that form the beneficial region to the non-preferential one due to the population pressure increased.
As a optimization algorithm, in the PMA, the optimization variable x refers to living places, the objective function ) (x f refers to attractive of the residence place, the optimal solution(local optimal solution) refers to the most attractive place (beneficial region),the "up" or "mountain climbing" of algorithm refers to move to beneficial region, escaping from the local optimal refers to move out of beneficial region as a result population pressure; population flow corresponds to random, local searching method ; and population migration corresponds to the way to choose the approximate solution like as population struggles upwards; population proliferation combines the overall searching with escaping from the local optimal strategy.
From the abstract sense, the problem that PMA can deal with described as:
Where the function The following are description of PMA based on a given framework:
The strategy of social-cooperation reflects to individual movement cause of attracted by the beneficial region, after random movement of population, individual attracted by the largest value point, move to its place. Summarized as follows: the individual collaborate with the most attractive point of the current group; the number of collaboration individual is 1;the act of social-cooperation refers to the individuals move to the beneficial region; the cooperation only use the best point in history. Therefore, the socialcooperation strategy of PMA can be described as:
Self-adaptation, which can be divided into two parts: population flow and population proliferation adapt the entire individual, population flow in the region adjust its state spontaneously, it is random local searching, however, population proliferation adjust its state to adapt the pressure environment passively, so it can avoid falling into local optimal solution to a certain extent. The two parts do not rely on other individuals' information. In addition, selfadaptation also reflects on population migration partshrinkage the beneficial region, this is good individuals to improve themselves. Thus, self-adaptation of PMA can be described as:
Competition, that is population updated strategy. Due to the design simplified of the algorithm, all population migrated, it can be simulated as regenerate a new group to replace the original one, and so do the part of population proliferation and shrinkage the beneficial region, so the strategy is the whole replacement, also reflect to the entire searching mechanism. Record the best individual and best value point. Therefore, PMA's competitive strategy can be expressed as: 
The above description contributes to understand the principles of algorithm systematically, and can also offer a platform to improve the algorithm. For example, in socialcooperation, it mainly involved information on how to select the object to study or collaboration, the number of object, the way to produce new individuals and the degree of using historical information; those can be used as the object to improve and optimized. In document [7] , the algorithm is improved by introducing norm for the number of object. In document [8] , in response to self-adaptation, population makes random movement in the range of pressure, this blindness act is not conducive to improve the algorithm performance, and the author proposed that using foraging behavior of artificial fish-swarm algorithm replace the random act, also for the self-adaptation strategy. In addition, mixed migration algorithm can join a mixed learning mechanism. In algorithm design, initialization operation also affected the algorithm performance. The following will put forward an improve algorithm for initialization operation and self-adaptation strategy.
IV. CHAOS POPULATION MIGRATION ALGORITHM
Chaos is nonlinear, it refers to a certainty system, but the behavior is shown uncertainty and unpredictable. It has some characteristics as follow:
1) Random, its mess phenomenon just like as random variables;
2) Ergodicity, chaos can experience all of the states in a certain range without repeat.
3) Regularity, that is, it produced by identified function. Where ergodicity of chaotic orbit is the most important thing, also the basic starting point of optimization, it can be avoid falling to local maximum point, to improve the convergence of algorithm [9] .
The basic idea of Chaos Population Migration Algorithm (CPMA) is: in the initial phase of the algorithm, use the most commonly chaotic sequence generator [10] Logistic map, then produce chaos individual. Logistic map is defined as: 2) Then according to the document [6] calculate the points value, initialize the best value and the best record point, and the followed by population flow, population migration and population proliferation. In each act, all use the random number produced by Logistic map.
3) While meet the conditions for the termination, output the best value and the best point.
Based on the above description of Hybrid intelligent algorithm, CPMA can be seen as a single migration algorithm combine with a chaotic system for improving local, for optimize the searching, it uses chaotic sequence introduced by chaotic sequence generator to instead of the original random numbers. So its mixture learning process can be described as: Based on the uniform framework, it will descript CPMA on the test function, parameters set such as the above. N is the size of population, so the initial group is ,where =1/6. In the part of social-cooperation, like formula (5), best x is the best value point at present, the number is only one, and the region it stays is the beneficial region, others move to the region, the best point information has been retained throughout the evolution. To the self-adaptation, like formula (6), first of all, initialize the population and then population flow, the points in their respective areas, moving follow this:
Where () chaos is a disturbance number by chaos, then shrinkage the beneficial region after population migration, if 
then produce chaotic sequence. In the process of CPMA, set k =1000, then run 20 times randomly. To test the optimization ability of PMA, the following is given the training RBF neural network:
A. RBF Neural Network
Radical Basis Function (RBF) neural network is a single hidden layer of three-tier network, as shown in Figure 1 . RBF neural network input layer only play the role of transferring information, not to make any change to the input information; hidden layer units is consist of a group of radial basis function, it is a non-negative non-linear function that to the center is radial symmetry and attenuation ; output layer is respond to the role of input mode.
The basic idea of RBF network is: the hidden layer space is consisting of the base of hidden units; it can make the input vector mapped to the hidden space directly without going through the weight connection. When the center of RBF is determined, the mapping relation is also determined. And the mapping from the hidden layer to the output space is linear, that is, the output of network is weighting sum of the hidden layer. The most typical RBF is Gaussian function, the expressions is:
. (13) Where x is n dimensional input vector; i c is the center of i -th basic function, and has the same dimension with x ; i determine the width of the function around the central points; m is the hidden layer nodes. From Figure 1 , it can be seen that the input layer carries out the nonlinear maps from:
, and the input layer carries out the linear maps from:
, that is:
Where p is the output nodes, ik w is the output weight values of RBF. 
B. RBF neural network learning algorithm
RBFNN training process can be divided into two phases:
(1) Do clustering to all the samples; determine the center value and the width of RBF.
(2) Learning of the weight values, it can be transformed into a linear optimization problem, so it can be solved by linear optimization algorithms, such as LMS algorithm, least squares algorithm and gradient descent method. The weight adjustment of the LMS algorithm can be expressed as:
Where ) (t e k the difference of desired output and actual output is, is learning rate 1 0 . Based on the training sample set, the error cost function can be expressed as:
The function is a non-linear function with many minimum points, then the RBF neural network training process is adoption of the above two stages of learning phases until the error function to minimize.
C. PMA For Training RBF neural network
For PMA, the global optimization problem ( Step 3. Take the mean square error of the network output E as the attractiveness of the beneficial region,
namely: E F 1 , record the maximum of F .
Step 4. Population flow in each individual region, record and update of the optimal value. If the flow number is more than pre-given number, then do population migration, contract the beneficial region and change the points uniformly, also record and update of the optimal value. When population pressure is greater than a certain population parameters, then do population proliferation, record the optimal value.
Step 5. Determine whether the number of iterations achieve the given largest number, if so, output the result, otherwise, to Step 3. Figure 4 , it can seen that the difference between two types of training algorithm is not very obvious, but price trends in the error curve from Figure 4 , it can seen that the PMA training methods this paper presents has faster convergence and higher calculation accuracy than the RBF training method. Figure 7 , it can seen that the difference between two types of training algorithm is not very obvious, but price trends in the error curve from Figure  7 , it can seen that the PMA training methods this paper presents has faster convergence and higher calculation accuracy than the RBF training method. On the other hand, we compared the mean square error of the two test function, the mean square error as the following Table II. TABLE . THE MEAN SQUARE ERROR OF THE TWO TEST  FUNCTION From comparison above, it can seen that to the objective function the decline curve of the new algorithm has a faster rate of decline and a better level of decline than the RBF algorithm, also to achieve a smaller mean square error.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In recent years, swarm intelligence algorithm become hot in the field of intelligent computing for its simple frame and unique problem solving capacity, but the basic theory is not completed, and also at setting the parameters. The article describe the PMA at a given framework, Also, an algorithm based on PMA using for RBF neural network training process is designed, from analysis of experimental results it can be seen that PMA-based RBF training algorithm has faster speed convergence and higher calculation accuracy than the RBF algorithm. Of course, how selecting the range of various parameters has great influence on the algorithm convergence rate, selecting the parameters and the algorithm convergence is our future research work.
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